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Preludio, Allemanda, Pitipié, Quitasol, y Corrente

This music was collected at the Archivos Musicales de Chiquitos in November of 2012. Photocopies of the original manuscripts were photographed using a tripod set on a working table. These manuscripts are in the keyboard music section of the catalogue in the archives under the title "Música para teclado." Four dances were collected, Preludio, Allemanda, Pitipié, Quitasol (Sarabanda,) and Corrente, all in D minor (re menor.) In addition to copying the music and completing the few missing bars, some corrections to the counterpoint were included. All edition markings, ornaments, dynamics, and articulations are suggestions.
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Allemanda

Andante $\frac{\text{d}}{\text{4}} = 80$

rit.
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